
00:26:11 Eleonore Charrez: do you think you could add the one off & monthly cost of 

galactic trader ? 

00:26:19 Daniel Ineichen:I'm interested in buying the software. Shall we do this directly 

00:26:29 Daniel Ineichen:on the mma Homepage? 

00:27:13 Eleonore Charrez: or send a link where to find the costs ? 

00:28:23 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, you can order directly form the MMA cycles home 

page. www.mmacycles > shop  software 

00:29:50 Merriman Market Analyst: not sure what you mean Eleanor... one off & monthly 

cost of galactic trader ? 

00:31:03 Eleonore Charrez: well, the installation costs of the software and the monthly 

costs  . with software, they are all different. the ones have a one off at download, the others monthly 

fees. it's just to know more or less how much galactic trader would cost 

00:32:03 Hui Fang Boo: Gianni, the quiz answers have not been uploaded yet? I don’t see it on 

the web 

00:32:24 Merriman Market Analyst: Oh. Maybe Galactic Trader allows one to lease on a  

monthly basis, but FAR is to be paid up front. There is no monthly plan for FAR. Yes, they will do a 

monthly lease arrangement for GT I think. I will ask 

00:34:07 Eleonore Charrez: isn't neptune 05/2025 - 05/2036 and uranus is 2025-2031 and 

teh overlap is 2025-2031 ? 

00:36:22 Merriman Market Analyst: I have  to go back and look this up. I dont; have it 

memorized :-)) 

00:36:30 Eleonore Charrez: thks Ray and FAR is usd 2290 as per MMA website ? 

00:37:37 Hui Fang Boo: Eleonore, as students we get discount 

00:38:46 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, there is a discount. The VFAR part is $995 less 10%. 

I am not sure what GT is, but also a 10% discount 

00:39:10 Hui Fang Boo: Use the code MMTASOFTWARE 

00:39:40 Merriman Market Analyst: Thank you! 

00:47:38 Vito Mijal-Pasa: Waning may be Decay ? 

00:47:51 Vito Mijal-Pasa: Growth and Decay of cycles ? 

00:48:00 Barbara Gibbs: waning is weakening 

00:52:22 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, increase of decay 

00:52:50 Merriman Market Analyst: lessening of the excitement of growth 

00:57:15 Matthieu Kaiser: André Barbault 



00:57:55 Ibrahim Kone: Planetary Cycles Mundane Astrology 

00:57:56 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, that's rught 

00:58:02 Ibrahim Kone: __mk_es_US 

00:58:18 Ibrahim Kone: Oups 

00:58:18 Ibrahim Kone: https://www.amazon.com/-/es/André-

Barbault/dp/0950265896/ref=sr_1_1?__mk_es_US=ÅMÅŽÕÑ&crid=I2P2T6X2O4XT&dchild=1&keyword

s=andre+barbault&qid=1619890566&sprefix=Andre+barb%2Cstripbooks-intl-ship%2C218&sr=8-1 

01:00:26 Martha Geiger: Would you say the policies being implemented in the US will be the 

country's direction from here on out? 

01:02:32 Merriman Market Analyst: That's a good question. Something new is bein born. I 

am not sure we are in the actual birthing phase yet or just the conception and gestation phase. 

01:04:16 BETH WOODY: Regarding cycles there is a terrific book offered on MMA website is 

Chris McRae's book : "Great Conjunctions Shifting Time" A must have resource book.   

01:06:48 Merriman Market Analyst: Absolutely! Chris' work on The Great Conjunctions" is an 

excellent reference book of what happened in the world during these great conjunctions. And yes, we at 

MMA published this book in January 

01:06:56 Matthieu Kaiser: the correlation of Saturn-Neptune with communism is obvious 

01:07:37 Eleonore Charrez: Modern monetary policy is nothing else than printing money 

without the exitance of debt, in a way their "belief" is that governments can print money, and don't 

have to stand up to debt. And Biden is applying this already, I think 

01:07:40 Merriman Market Analyst: Absolutely again! The most dominant aspect related to 

the history of Communism 

01:08:10 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, I think that is correct Eleanor 

01:08:14 Matthieu Kaiser: logically enough, as communism is a try at building (Saturn) on 

the basis of an utopy (Neptune) 

01:09:19 Irina Erastova: All inflations are in oppositions. As Ray has said slower planet is more 

powerful. 

01:11:27 Merriman Market Analyst: OK. I am not sure inflation is a function of oppositions 

as much as it is a function of Jupiter and/or Neptune, Sagittarius and/or Pisces 

01:12:04 Irina Erastova: thank you for answer 

01:17:56 Ibrahim Kone: Absolutely the cure does create the next diseases/issues/problems 

01:19:06 Ali Alvarado Atias: Yes! Here 

01:39:20 Merriman Market Analyst: Means you both did it right :-D 



01:40:08 Eleonore Charrez: right, we both worked independently on the cycles and then 

compared - and found similar, almost identical results 

01:48:13 Maya Bothe: It’s a descending broadening wedge, which is 83% bullish 

01:48:29 Maya Bothe: in the monthly chart 

01:49:06 Eleonore Charrez: agree, short term it should move up, but the down trendline 

may then be a selling point, as Ali mentions 

01:49:47 Ibrahim Kone: Super work! 

01:49:48 Vito Mijal-Pasa: Well done Guys ! 

01:49:49 Kathleen Hallissey: TY! 

01:49:52 Dian Brown: Thank you so much! 

01:49:55 Maya Bothe: Bravo! 

01:49:56 Hui Fang Boo: Thank you, Ali & Eleonore for the great presentation 

01:50:02 Lian Handaja: Thank you. It was great. 

01:50:06 Rita Perea: Outstanding!  Thank you Ali and Eleonore! 

01:50:09 Irina Erastova: Great work! 

01:50:11 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Brilliant guys - thank you for sharing with us!! 

01:50:12 Matthieu Kaiser: Great, thanks a lot! 

01:50:14 Michelle Picard: Great presentation!  Thank you! 

01:50:39 Barbara Gibbs: terrific presentation! 

01:51:15 Abhishek Singh: Thank you Ali and Eleonore! Awesome!!! 

01:52:20 Martha Geiger: Impressive!  Thank you. 

01:53:10 BETH WOODY: Wonderful presentation. Thank You! 

01:53:36 Vito Mijal-Pasa: so 10 year Cycle still containing the Price rise for now one would think 

01:55:12 Eleonore Charrez: well the 10Y cycle is due between 12/2020 and 30/2024. so 

we'll have to see when the cycle trough is due 

01:55:22 Merriman Market Analyst: FB group direct link: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/165350825461339 

01:57:08 Ali Alvarado Atias: Thank You for all The Comments Guys! I think we have an 

excellent Group here, we have much to learn from each other! 

01:57:41 Ali Alvarado Atias: Excellent Teammate Eleonore! 



01:58:21 Eleonore Charrez: I join Ali in thanking you all for your comments ! Many thanks! 

Thks Ali !!!! Awesome to work with you ! 

02:01:32 Merriman Market Analyst: You two did great! Sp proud of you...and Gianni for 

teaching so well 

02:05:33 Renato Ricks: Weighting system? 

02:05:35 Eleonore Charrez: Many thanks Ray !!! Too generous ! You guys are just sooo great 

and generous in sharing knowledge, that it is a fascinating intellectual exercise ! If this leads to winning 

trades for the one or other, so much the better! 

02:06:14 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes, its a weighting system to attempt at assigning 

values to each planetary cycle and its aspects 

02:07:06 Eleonore Charrez: the Fibonacci number :) 

02:08:06 Eleonore Charrez: and on 17 feb 2021 we had a top on the Nasdaq :) 

02:09:51 Merriman Market Analyst: That's also still the log-term high for the Nikkei and 

Shanghai and (all-time high) NIFTY indices 

02:12:06 Matthieu Kaiser: is the allowable time band the central time band +/- the orb? 

02:14:37 Vito Mijal-Pasa: why 5 again Ray ? 

02:15:26 Vito Mijal-Pasa: got it thanks 

02:18:57 Eleonore Charrez: and you do that for all planetary aspects ? 

02:19:53 Eleonore Charrez: do you give higher weighting to conjunction and opposition 

than on squares and sextiles etc 

02:20:22 Eleonore Charrez: ok , thks 

02:24:27 Daniel Ineichen:but the 9 months orb is the Extended time band, isn't it 

02:26:56 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes 

02:30:48 Eleonore Charrez: So that's (ex 1) where you give a weighting of 5 because 18Y 

02:30:57 Merriman Market Analyst: Yes 

02:32:34 Eleonore Charrez: in ex 1 : wpiéd ypi gove 5 weighting to all 5  ocurences? 

02:32:47 Eleonore Charrez: would you give 5 weighting to all 5 occurrences ? 

02:33:15 Eleonore Charrez: thks 

02:35:52 Eleonore Charrez: and currently we are still in waning squaare of saturn uranus, 

right ? 

02:37:01 Merriman Market Analyst: Right 

02:39:39 Barbara Gibbs: is that why more pundits are saying "sell in may" & go away 



02:40:46 Vito Mijal-Pasa: thats the usual mantra for may isn’t it 

02:41:24 Matthieu Kaiser: so technically speaking the Bottom of March 2020 can't be 

correlated to this Saturn-Uranus square? 

02:41:26 Merriman Market Analyst: They have been saying that for many years now :-)). I 

am not sure why. I think it has toi do with a book on seasonal factors that became popular in the 1980-

1990's. For get the writer's name (Hirsch?) , but it was a popular book. 

02:41:46 Yating Hu: Do we use negative numbers to measure the C/S value for troughs? 

02:42:31 Maya Bothe: Gianni, interesting point regarding the money supply. The FED just 

stopped publishing the weekly M1 and M2 chart. It was published since the 70`s…. 

02:44:07 Merriman Market Analyst: It can if you allow 11 months 

02:44:35 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Does the data show the C/S is stronger for Crests than troughs? 

02:45:18 Eleonore Charrez: you don't deduct the trough values ? 

02:46:24 Merriman Market Analyst: no deductions. But you can refer to lows with a minus 

nu ber if you wish, as I have done here. But we are not requiring you to differentiate between crests and 

troughs, just reversals. 

02:46:54 Vito Mijal-Pasa: december 24 high more likely as one of Ray s fav level 1 reversal 

signature , Venus going retro 

02:47:11 Merriman Market Analyst: Very possible 

02:50:05 Rita Perea: Thank. You for providing the C/S values :) 

02:51:58 Eleonore Charrez: But these are all reversals, so they include crests and troughs, 

right ? 

02:52:01 Vito Mijal-Pasa: It puts a stop/pause  on the musica 

02:54:16 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Can we filet the list of aspects to correlate to crests and troughs 

02:54:23 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: *filter 

02:54:40 Ibrahim Kone: It there a reason why some of them are highlighted? 

02:55:40 Ibrahim Kone: Great thanks 

02:55:56 Hui Fang Boo: How does the CS value lead to the tabulation of the CRD? 

02:56:59 Rita Perea: Will you be discussing the next project today or next week? 

02:57:02 Barbara Gibbs: can the ephemeris help in zeroing in on reversals & direct aspects 

instead on some of these formulas? 

02:57:15 Ibrahim Kone: Did you find a geocosmic correlation to the saying “Sell in may and go 

away”? 



02:57:47 Hui Fang Boo: Thank you 

02:58:25 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: can we use a software to tabulate these C/S values? 

03:00:19 Vito Mijal-Pasa: just before the holiday season 

03:01:49 Vito Mijal-Pasa: definitely not :))) 

03:01:57 Hui Fang Boo: With more ppl working from home and not going for summer break due 

to covid, this yr might be exception? 

03:04:15 Vito Mijal-Pasa: buy in may go away did though 

03:04:58 Vito Mijal-Pasa: 10 week through is due in early May 

03:05:27 Ibrahim Kone: I don t think is have been consistent for a very long time (just a saying 

now) I guess low vol was the original reason like Gianni says 

03:06:18 Martha Geiger: Would you suggest we be ready to sell in the next month or so?  And 

then buy :) 

03:06:47 Rita Perea: Excellent class today.  Thank you! 

03:06:54 Vito Mijal-Pasa: awesome have a good week all 

03:06:54 Hui Fang Boo: Thank you! 

03:06:56 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Thanks Guys!! 

03:06:56 Kathleen Hallissey: TY!! 

03:07:04 Matthieu Kaiser: Incredible input, many thanks Ray & Gianni 

03:07:10 Merriman Market Analyst: AS atrader,yes 

03:07:12 Michelle Picard: Thank you.  Great class today! 

03:07:16 shanna forlano: thank you ! 

03:07:18 Maya Bothe: Thanks! 

03:07:20 Yating Hu: Thank you! 

03:07:21 Eleonore Charrez: Many thanks !!! 

03:07:22 Ibrahim Kone: Thank you! 


